
Birthday: February 22. 22 years old, and resident in Nagano Prefecture.
I draw monochrome illustrations of nihilistic boys and girls combined with 
buildings and plants.
Someone recently told me that my pictures are surrealistic, gaudy and queer.

Soga Kayoko ◆Title
◆URL 

haphazard
http://tsukihoshihi.tobiiro.jp/

Born in Tokyo.
Draw girls at puberty who are lazy and enervate, but have a strong will to live.
I participate in Design Festa, COMITIA and exhibitions held at galleries in Tokyo.

Fuji volume2 ◆Title
◆URL 

an illusion
http://purety.jp/fujisumi/enter.html

Illustrator resident in Osaka.I know neither what is only beautiful nor what is 
only ugly.Because everything has its opposite in this beautiful world.Light vs. 
shadow, life vs. death, love vs. hatred and men vs. women.I think, with love and 
pain, that everything including human beings cannot exist without being in a 
pair.That is why my works have a little romance and a little pain.I love to draw 
illustrations and I do my best every day.

KOHEY UOZUMI ◆Title
◆URL 

Y O ZA K U RA
http://www.lilirura.net/

I have been drawing pictures ever since I could remember. I became freelance after working for a design office.
I describe women living full of life or having delicate sensibilities.
At present I'm engaged in creating main graphics and character designs for magazines, books, TV and shops.

yucachin' ◆Title
◆URL 

Fairy in Blooming Cherry Blossoms(left) : Fairy in Falling Cherry Blossoms (Right)
http://www.yucachin.com/

Since 2008 I have participated in Design Festa, ARTs*LABo and so on.
Still trying to find the best way, but I love to draw pictures.

rabu ◆Title
◆URL 

Sunflower
http://2st.jp/rabuwan/index.html

I paint girls, boys, and landscapes with watercolors.
I hope people who see my paintings feel a warm atmosphere through what 
watercolors express.
At present I am active in events held by ARTs*LABo.

wayukako ◆Title
◆URL 

Kimono girl
http://mixmelts.moo.jp/

After working as a DTP designer, I became a freelance illustrator.
I draw symbolic illustrations mainly using a motif of human beings (human 
body) and angels.
I also design characters and DTP, and perform live painting. For further 
information, visit my HP.

Soyoko Shikama ◆Title
◆URL 

sakura "night"
http://www.sawama.net/


